
Cognitive Issues

As you know in the PCSP (pg.7), the InterRAI (section 6 of FP), and the HEDIS there are sections that are
specifically about cognitive issues.  We are responsible for ensuring that when we document that a
participant has a cognitive issue that we are also documenting needs, goals, outcomes, and barriers that
address those issues. There also needs to be consistency between all of the different assessments.

This applies to both Nursing Facility participants and Home and Community Based Services participants.
NF participants- if there is a cognitive issue indicated in any part of the HEDIS then the PCSP

must address the cognitive issue.
HCBS participants- if there is a cognitive issue indicated in any part of the HEDIS or InterRAI then

the PCSP must address the cognitive issue.

There are a few different ways that we might be able to show that we addressed the issue:
1. Medication Management- ptp may use Telecare, blister packets, or someone to assist with verbal

reminders to take medications.
2. Financial Management- ptp may have someone else paying the bills due to confusion.
3. Phone use- ptp may receive assistance with setting up medical appointments due to forgetfulness.
4. Other- the ptp may have a unique situation where their cognitive issue affects one of the other

ADL/IADL’s.

Below you will find some examples of how to handle the documentation for participants with a cognitive
issue.

Example if ptp who does NOT have cognitive issues: No NEED, GOAL, or OUTCOME needed for
cognition.

1. The “cognitive issue” box is not selected on pg 7 of PCSP.
2. In “Barriers to any of the above” it clearly states there are no cognitive issues, pg 7 PCSP.
3. No portion of the InterRAI and/or HEDIS related to cognition or memory issues is selected

You must ensure that ALL steps are completed for a ptp with no cognitive issues.



Example if ptp who has cognitive issues: Must have NEED, GOAL and OUTCOME for cognition.
1. “Cognitive issues” box is checked off on pg 7 of PCSP
2. In “Barriers to any of the above” the cognitive issue is stated along with what ADL/IADL it affects

and how it is addressed, pg 7 of PCSP.
3. There are needs, goals, and outcomes that specifically address the cognitive issue in more detail.
4. InterRAI and/or HEDIS have corresponding information in regards to cognitive issues.


